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N21 KIDS SPRING / SUMMER 2021

Urge for freedom, wide open spaces, carefree days under a hot summer sun.

For the Spring/Summer 2021 season, N21 Kids presents a fun dynamic wardrobe which in
perfect sync with the “Mini Me” trend pilfers inspirations and prints from the grownup
world to then translate into a fresh contemporary language for the youngest of the brand’s
fans.

For blossoming dreamers romantic at heart, ribbon bow embroidery motifs embellish both
tulle party dresses and ever practical sweats; pop star patterns add a touch of magic to polo
shirts and fleece tracksuits, while an allover micro wild flower print heightens the fine,
delicate mood of ruche-trimmed frocks and soft little skirts to sport with matching quilted
jackets.

A surfing theme all in technicolor bursts fetchingly into the collection. Fantasizing about
the giant swells of the Pacific Ocean, N21 kids scamper around the beach in print shorts
with images of surfer dudes riding the waves — the same images show up in patch details on
T-shirts — while palm trees standing out against sunny skies punctuate graphic stripes or
become smart embroideries on hoodies and minidresses.

Nothing evokes the happy carefree vibe of summer like a maxi hibiscus floral print in a
modern red black & white version for overshirt, miniskirt and dress. By contrast, it’s the
N21 logo that tells the story on the tape bordering sweatshirts, comfy shorts and jumpsuits.
Meantime, a hint of nostalgia for the 1950s style comes through in an italic revisitation of
the brand logo, in a Cadillac print on a college preppy inspired bomber, and in the indigo
blue loose-fit jeans.

Logo design backpacks, the iconic Billy sneakers in an ample range of models (from glitter to
fluo), as well as running shoes and pool slides all complete the outfits of the new generation
of N21 boys and girls.
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